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By Marc Stein | July 7, 1:39 a.m. ET 

The Atlanta Hawks wanted to trade for Monta Ellis on deadline day in February. 

They haven't lost interest, either. 

The Hawks, according to NBA front-office sources, have emerged as a serious suitor for Ellis in free agency on top of
the deals Atlanta has already struck with former Utah Jazz forward Paul Millsap and returning sharpshooter Kyle

Korver. 

With the future of restricted free agent point guard Jeff Teague still uncertain, Atlanta has roughly $10 million in available
salary-cap space to potentially use on Ellis. Sources say that the Hawks have also given center Andrew Bynum some

thought, but all the latest signals suggest that Ellis is the Hawks' top current target. 

In the event Atlanta proposes another short-term deal -- as seen with Millsap's two-year, $19 million pact -- its
available cap space allows the Hawks to at least offer a healthy annual salary that other teams interested in Ellis would

struggle to match. The Denver Nuggets are another team known to covet Ellis, for example, but Denver is said to be

shopping veteran guard Andre Miller to try to create enough financial flexibility to make Ellis a competitive offer. 

The Dallas Mavericks were another prime suitor for Ellis, but Dallas' decision to bring Hawks free agent Devin Harris

back to Big D on a three-year deal worth in excess of $9 million realistically takes the Mavs out of the Ellis hunt. Bynum

continues to the Mavs' focus after their deals with Harris and Jose Calderon. 

The Milwaukee Bucks will actually have to renounce their rights to Ellis on Wednesday if he hasn't found a new home

by the first day teams are officially allowed to execute signings and trades after the lifting of the league's annual

moratorium on player business. If Ellis doesn't have a new team by then, Milwaukee would not have the salary-cap
space necessary to formally sign O.J. Mayo ($24 million over three years) and Zaza Pachulia ($16 million over three

years) without surrendering its rights to Ellis, who opted out of next season's $11 million to become an unrestricted free

agent. 

The Hawks' trade talks with Milwaukee on deadline day headlined by Josh Smith broke down when the Bucks refused

to part with Ellis in the proposed deal.
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Garin Narain
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July 7 2013, 9:10 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Prince2738

how people are forgetting about lou williams i have no clue... lou williams with ellis,
horford,milsapp,korver and teague.. lets not forget jenkins who is in his 3 year now thats competitive!

2 fans like this.
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July 7 2013, 2:34 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

cp3660

I'm glad they traded me whewww!  
 
- Joe Johnson

1 fan likes this.

July 7 2013, 5:33 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

bubba j420

im glad they traded you to honestly were was you at last year o ya relavent now ya got
pierce an kg both will out score an average better than you

2 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 2:21 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

MageMaster001

Monta Ellis and Teague would make an explosive combo, signing both of them and also picking up a
center would be Sick! 
starting 5: 
Teague 
Ellis 
Milsap 
Horford 
Bynum

6 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 3:39 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

wowitsnick23

would be dope but no way they get ellis,teague and bynum.

1 fan likes this.

July 7 2013, 5:30 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

bubba j420

yea but could get ellis asik an teauge better an cheaper if you ask me 
thats dope 

1 fan likes this.

July 7 2013, 6:08 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

robertfgillham

So hope they pass on Ellis. Getting Teague and Bynum would be sick. We're developing
pretty good depth statistically. MUCH better than last year with our Petros, Stevensons, et
al. 
 
PG: Teague , Schroeder 
SG: Korver / Williams / Jenkins / Cunningham (rotate & keep in the hottest hand) 
SF: Millsap (in a role similar to Jsmoove but w/o the jumpers :P) , Carroll 
PF: Horford , Scott 
C: Bynum , Muscala or Nogueira? 
 
We'd start w/ 3 interior specialists, a 3-point specialist, and a pick-and-roll point guard
wh... more

2 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 9:23 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Adampro321

Only thin is Milsap can't really play the 3.

Write reply here...
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July 7 2013, 2:12 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

..DALLAS..

Calderon/Harris 
Ellis/Carter/Ledo 
Crowder/?  
Dirk/Wright  
Bynum/Sarge

1 fan likes this.

July 7 2013, 1:51 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

phatguy2

What's w/ all the discontent? How many envisioned the Pacers competing against the heat in ECF?
Teams can build winning teams w/ collection of solid players. If the Hawks can find a way to pry Asik
from Houston, they'll address a rim protector. Asik/Milsap/ Horford makes a formidable front court.

1 fan likes this.

July 7 2013, 2:03 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

phatguy2

I think Ferry sees Monta Ellis a player that can elevate its game w/ great coaching. He has
the ability to create his own shot and you can never have enough of that. It doesn't hurt
that he's entering his prime.

3 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 1:23 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

AmerikasTeam1984

bynum to the mavs

July 7 2013, 1:10 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

solarstar2k2

I would prefer that they go after Bynum only because it helps them in an area that Ellis can't: become a
more efficient interior offense. Bringing in Ellis creates a problem because how will they be able to
allocate minutes for him, Lou Williams, and Jenkins? No way should he ever come close to playing the PG
because it takes minutes away from Schroeder and Teague, even if he is in the last year of his contract.
 
 
Bring in Bynum, even on a short deal, helps them get bigger and moves Horford to the... more

2 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 1:14 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Cameron 31

Maybe Houston wants Ellis for asik?

1 fan likes this.

July 7 2013, 6:49 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

pistol7621

If they get Ellis, they trade Lou Williams for a center.

Write reply here...

Write reply here...

Write reply here...
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July 7 2013, 1:09 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Cameron 31

Maybe Houston wants Ellis or Williams for Asik? One can dream...

1 fan likes this.

July 7 2013, 1:00 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Spoooooon56

if the hawks added a big to go along with Ellis, that'd be a nice team... 
 
if they had a guy like Bynum or Asik, it makes more sense. 
 
Bynum - Horford - Korver - Ellis - Teague with Lou Williams, Millsap, Carrol, John Jenkins/Cunningham
coming off the bench.

1 fan likes this.

July 7 2013, 12:41 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

chris10adams

Hawks want Ellis even though they have the same player in Lou Williams already. Dallas two pick ups
play the same position. It's hard to think either team has an actual plan of what they're trying to build.

July 7 2013, 12:09 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

nuggetzalltheway23

Nuggets should pick this guy up man. He would be the perfect 6th man for us.

July 7 2013, 11:39 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

mrmrupgrade

Be real if u not top 3 teams in conference west or east blow it up making it to playoffs not enough

2 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 11:35 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

mrmrupgrade

Nope don't listen to them...blow this team up trade holford..don't sign monta... Don't sign teague....
Think 2014 draft

4 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 10:02 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Trues1985

Teague, Monta & Korver.....That's explosive kinda. Run the pick and roll and pick and pop with Horford
and Millsap....kick out to either Korver or Monta. Hate to say it but I KINDA like it. If it doesn't work out
trade him

July 7 2013, 9:31 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Bootsy_Baby

damnit hawks, go for a center. smh 

7 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 7:53 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

pacman92478

Why would you sign Monta Ellis if you already have Lou Williams? You signed Paul Milsap and you
already have Al Horford... Smh. This is why the people in Atlanta dont support you.

7 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 9:47 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

d_bokk

They obviously plan on having Monta play the point.
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July 7 2013, 1:24 PM · Like · Quote · Flag

me_destruit

No they don't, they have Teague who is one of the better PG's in the league, and
getting better while still only being 24.

July 7 2013, 12:37 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

chris10adams

But he isn't a point guard. He's a scorer, and not a very efficient one at that. Not a very
good defensive player either. He is just like Williams. An undersized 2 guard.

1 fan likes this.

July 7 2013, 3:41 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

wowitsnick23

monta at the 2, with lou will backing up monta and teague as 6th man.

July 7 2013, 6:01 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

ATLien Invasion of 2013 -----Flocka

"Tanking" is the dumbest thing I've heard of, especially when you still have a chance to be a playoff
team. Nothing is guaranteed. You still may not get the exact pick you want, and even if you do, there's a
possibility that player could be a bust, or not as good as expected. Even if you're lucky enough to pick a
really good player(s), once your team has been "rebuilt" into at least a playoff team again, there's no
guarantee your newly rebuilt team will be elite. The teams ceiling could be the e... more

5 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 9:46 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

d_bokk

It takes a loser mindset to support tanking.

4 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 9:55 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

DaBULLsOX

But... the only goal of the sport should be winning a title. If your current core has no
realistic chance of even competing for a title, there is no sense in making moderate
upgrades to raise your ceiling from first round exit to second round exit. It's a better long
term plan to blow it up and start over than to be stuck in mediocrity forever.

2 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 10:32 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

alex dewane

It doesn't take a loser mindset to support tanking. It takes someone with a winners
mindset that is smart enough to understand the current team situation and is patient
enough to wait. I agree with DaBULLsOX that since the goal is a championship, people are
just shortsighted if they continually want the team to be mediocre.

2 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 11:40 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

jrsuicide78

the same damn teams win because those teams are either lucky enough to land a super
star in the draft (Bulls, Spurs, Rockets) or they are a destination that super stars wanna go
to (Lakers, now Heat). Atlanta can't attract the stars cuz they've got a sh*tty brand and a
bad ownership group and an apathetic fanbase that's been burned by mediocre basketball
ever since Nique got traded. the ONLY WAY the Hawks are gonna get a star is by landing
one in the draft and the best way to get some quality dr... more

1 fan likes this.
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July 7 2013, 12:39 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

chris10adams

The goal as owners is to fill the seats and make money. Very few are really trying to win
titles. The players and coaches jobs are to win, not for titles, but to make owners money! If
a title happens in the process then great.

July 7 2013, 5:04 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

phillyrules27@yahoo.com

Seattle wants a team. Give 'em the Hawks. They're not doing a damn thing in Atlanta.

1 fan likes this.

July 7 2013, 5:48 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

ATLien Invasion of 2013 -----Flocka

says the guy named "Philly Rules"...??? The Hawks have one of the longest consecutive
years in the playoffs streaks in the NBA. We've sure done a lot more than the Sixers the
last half decade. Philly is a top 5 market and the last superstar the 76ers had was Allen
Iverson. How 'bout give Seattle the trash Sixers.

19 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 6:15 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

wesgil

in fairness, the last superstar the Hawks had was Nique...

4 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 6:42 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

cgiam311

Guarantee you Philly wins another NBA title before the Hawks win their first.

July 7 2013, 7:39 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Hawks2615

Alright ur on

4 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 8:18 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Edwin7716

you both suck...................

3 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 3:32 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

v8dreaming

Would much rather the Hawks keep Teague than sign this guy. Teague is cheaper, younger, and is a
decent PG. They also need to let Jenkins develop.

7 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 12:42 PM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

chris10adams

Agreed.

Write reply here...
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July 7 2013, 2:25 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Timdiz85

What would happen to Lou Williams?

July 7 2013, 2:17 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

denverguru

Please sign him Atlanta, for all of the reasons you guys have posted for not wanting him, the Nuggets
are in the same boat.

1 fan likes this.

July 7 2013, 1:55 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Gapollocook

This off season all the stars were looking for a pay day and not a ring because they could've done it , i
bet they will look back on their careers and say dag....What if

3 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 8:20 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Edwin7716

These guys will be front page news just like'' Allen Iverson''..........How can these losing
franchises give so much guaranteed $$$$$$$$

July 7 2013, 1:54 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

Marlowe7789

Oh man this is the article I was dreading seeing... 
 
This team doesn't need to add a player like Ellis as they aren't competing for anything. Even with Millsap,
Horford, and Teague they are already a .500 team most likely and aren't likely to improve due to bad
draft positioning and free agent strikeouts. 
 
TANK, it's the only way to get better long term.

1 fan likes this.

July 7 2013, 2:05 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

jrsuicide78

i can't even begin to understand this strategy of maintaining the same old 40 something
win team that Ferry seems to be putting back together. be a loser for a year or two. the
smart fans will understand. no one cares about being mediocre.

July 7 2013, 10:33 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

alex dewane

I feel the same way about the Bucks.

jrsuicide78

so the Hawks are basically going to be the exact same middle of the pack, 6 or 7 seed, losing in the first
round, never ever improving team they've been during the whole Joe Johnson/Josh Smith blah era just
minus those dudes? great plan, Danny Ferry!  
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July 7 2013, 1:50 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

 
once their dream to get Paul and Howard didn't happen they should've just decided to go completely in
the tank for a few years.

July 7 2013, 3:22 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

v8dreaming

They did that once before. It got them Josh Childress, Josh Smith, Marvin Williams, and
other players who's names I can't remember. Do you really trust the Hawks to tank and
make good on what they get from it? I don't. 

9 fans like this.

July 7 2013, 11:43 AM · Like · Reply · Quote · Flag

jrsuicide78

no, i don't trust the Hawks...but tanking it is a better strategy than being the same useless
40 win team they've been.

Write reply here...
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